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CULTURE WAR

• Parents rise up to challenge radical curricula in schools

I

By the AFP Staff

t’s being called a parent revolution by some media outlets, as
fathers and mothers storm
school board meetings across
the U.S. to object to the social
engineering and brainwashing that
their children endure every day in
classrooms around the United States.
As readers will see in this week’s
issue of AFP, this very thing is happening all across America. It began
a decade ago when young activists
graduated from liberal arts schools in
the U.S. They took jobs in education
and ran for school boards, highlighting their bona fides in early
child development and education.
The problem is, they also brought
with them their radical, far-left ideas,
such as “equity” and Critical Race
Theory (CRT), concepts that teach
children that one group of people is
destined to advance while another
group is set to fail—all because of the
color of their skin.
The tragedy is, CRT benefits no
one except for its leading proponents,
who have enriched themselves guilting liberal elites into believing this
hokum. Why would a poor, inner-city
child try to better himself when he is
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repeatedly fed the lie that he is destined for failure because the system
is against him solely because he is
black or brown?
As readers will see, these revolutionary parents are not just fighting
for their children. They are doing this
for the very future of our country.
They have been called crazy and
even labeled extremists and terrorists
by the federal government and the
mainstream media, yet they have
persisted and are beginning to see
major victories that include exposing

the push for radical, destructive
school curricula and are even overturning school board decisions.
A mom in Virginia, who fled communist China to raise her family in
the United States, laid it out for
America, explaining how she grew up
in China and saw firsthand how radical, far-left ideologues can bring a
country to ruin.
“When I was in China, I spent my
entire school years in the Chinese
Cultural Revolution, so I’m very,
very familiar with the communist tactics of how to divide people, how they
canceled the Chinese traditional culture and destroyed our heritage,”
Virginia mom Xi Van Fleet told Fox
News reporter Matt Leach on Oct. 13.
“All this is happening here in America,” she concluded. “They call(ed)
them racists for a long time, but that
did not work, so they have to upgrade
to domestic terrorists.”
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